The Chair Project Auction 2022
The students in the Chair Project have worked for the last 2 terms designing and
painting a chair. The plan for the class is that we have a silent auction to sell the
chairs. The proceeds will go into their class fund for their class trip.
Live bidding will take place Wednesday Nov 16th during Academic Fair. Bidding will
continue online until Nov 21 at 2:30.
If you would like to bid on a chair, please email your bid with the coordinating
number, to tmerriﬁeld@aesk8.org. Minimum bids are $20 and bids will be
accepted in $5 increments. Winning bidders will be notiﬁed by Tuesday Nov 22 to
coordinate payments and pickups. Chairs must be picked up by Friday Dec 2.
(Some chairs were purchased by parents for a predetermined amount)

#
1
Sold

I sanded, primed, and painted
this chair. This chair style is
pop art. I choose to do pop art
because I like chairs and
furniture in general that just
pop and stand out in a room.
If you like that then this chair
could be for you. My chairs
design is a nice red color on
about half the chair with the
main theme based around
supreme a well known
clothing company the way I
applied the style of pop art to
the chair by taking colors that
matched well and then i used
bricks because supreme has
the supreme brick so i
correlated the two together
and put bricks on. this is why
you should by my chair

#
2
Next Bid
$40

I sanded, primed, and painted
this chair. This chair style is
pop art. I choose to do pop art
because I like chairs and
furniture in general that just
pop and stand out in a room.
If you like that then this chair
could be for you. My chairs
design is a nice red color on
about half the chair with the
main theme based around
supreme a well known
clothing company the way I
applied the style of pop art to
the chair by taking colors that
matched well and then i used
bricks because supreme has
the supreme brick so i
correlated the two together
and put bricks on. this is why
you should by my chair

#
3
Sold

#
4
Next Bid
$45

I sanded, primed, and
painted this chair. This
chair style is pop art. I
choose to do pop art
because I like chairs and
furniture in general that
just pop and stand out in a
room. If you like that then
this chair could be for you.
My chairs design is a nice
red color on about half the
chair with the main theme
based around supreme a
well known clothing
company the way I applied
the style of pop art to the
chair by taking colors that
matched well and then i
used bricks because
supreme has the supreme
brick so i correlated the
two together and put
bricks on. this is why you
should by my chair

#
5
Next Bid
$60

I sanded, primed, and painted
this chair. This chair style is
pop art. I choose to do pop art
because I like chairs and
furniture in general that just
pop and stand out in a room.
If you like that then this chair
could be for you. My chairs
design is a nice red color on
about half the chair with the
main theme based around
supreme a well known
clothing company the way I
applied the style of pop art to
the chair by taking colors that
matched well and then i used
bricks because supreme has
the supreme brick so i
correlated the two together
and put bricks on. this is why
you should by my chair

#
6
Next Bid
$30

I sanded, primed, and painted
this chair. This chair style is
pop art. I choose to do pop art
because I like chairs and
furniture in general that just
pop and stand out in a room. If
you like that then this chair
could be for you. My chairs
design is a nice red color on
about half the chair with the
main theme based around
supreme a well known
clothing company the way I
applied the style of pop art to
the chair by taking colors that
matched well and then i used
bricks because supreme has
the supreme brick so i
correlated the two together
and put bricks on. this is why
you should by my chair

#
7
Next Bid
$55

The chair I created is one based on the
art of 1980s-1990s video game art, or Pixel Art.
Pixel art is the creation of recognizable shapes
and people by using squares or, “pixels.” On the
seat and top are where you can see the
characters as noted by the light gray. The first
one, on the left of the top, is a man known as
Mario from the game “Super Mario Bros.” on the
NES, in this scene he is running towards our
second character, Kirby. Kirby first debuted in
“Kirby’s Dreamland” on the Gameboy, but had a
sequel on the NES in “Kirby’s Adventure,” Which
is how he’s depicted here, in Full color.
Going down to the seat, at the bottom is
a robot who goes by MegaMan. On the chair he is
shooting an orb from his arm cannon. Above him
is the two-tailed fox Tails. First appearing in the
game “Sonic the Hedgehog 2,” where his special
ability is to fly, so I gave him that special power on
my chair. The mIddle where you rest your back
has the two words that can sum-up this chair.
“Pixel art.”
“Why should I bid on this chair?” Pixel
art is a hard profession, which means you may
never see a chair like this again. Because of the
difficulty of it people may shy away from it. To get
the experience of seeing these characters in their
full pixel art glory, bid on the chair. It also only has
a cool effect on some people, so some people
may think pixel art is ugly and may not want to
create a chair that they think is bad. But you can
own this chair and prove them wrong.

#
8
Sold

#
9
Next Bid
$30

The style of art selected was neon
painting most popular in the 1980s.
Neon art is glow in the dark paint
with other colors that compliment
them. I was inspired my the Boston
red sox city connect uniforms. The
reason behind these uniforms are
because they are inspired by the
2013 Boston marathon bombing. I
applied neon paint to the Boston
logo on the bottom of the chair and
to the 617 number on the top. You
should buy my chair because it
would be a great addition to any
Boston Red sox fan out there!!

#
10
Sold

I sanded, primed, and painted
this chair. This chair style is pop
art. I choose to do pop art
because I like chairs and
furniture in general that just pop
and stand out in a room. If you
like that then this chair could be
for you. My chairs design is a
nice red color on about half the
chair with the main theme based
around supreme a well known
clothing company the way I
applied the style of pop art to
the chair by taking colors that
matched well and then i used
bricks because supreme has the
supreme brick so i correlated
the two together and put bricks
on. this is why you should by my
chair

#
11
Next Bid
$30

#
12
Next Bid
$45

#
13
Next Bid
$45

Flashy, pop, and fantastic! All
those words deﬁne my chair. I selected
pop art to base my chair off of. I painted
a picture of an Air Jordan 1 low se on my
chair and added the nike logo on the top
of the chair. I decided to do this because
Air Jordan’s are very popular right now
and are “in style”. Pop art is based on
everyday objects and important things
used as the main subject. I applied this
style to my chair by ﬁnding something
important and known in people’s
everyday life and painted on to the chair.
Now let’s get to the good part. This chair
would be a great addition to your room,
kitchen, dorm, anything really because it
is a great chair that will make anywhere
you put it 10 times better. Who doesn’t
want a ﬂashy chair that is also
functional? I know I would want one! You
don’t have to be a shoe lover or someone
who's very bold to want this absolutely
phenomenal chair. It has great colors
with a calm background to make the
shoes pop as well as a white nike logo on
the top of the chair to add more detail
and greatness to this masterpiece.

#
14
Sold

#
15
Next Bid
$50

What is the art style that I
selected? The art style that
I picked is pattern and
decoration. Pattern and
Decoration was an art
movement that was used a
while ago. It was mostly
used to decorate wall
papers. I applied it to my
chair by using a pattern on
the seat of the chair. The
pattern is blue and green
lines on the seat. You
should bid on my chair
because the chair is very
simple and the simpler the
better. You should also bid
on my chair because it will
be a good fit for your other
furniture in your home.
That is why you should bid
on my chair.

#
16
Next Bid
$55

#
17
Sold

#
18
Next Bid
$25

Op art is the style I
selected. The eye is
supposed to be an unusual
ﬂower. How I applied this
art to my chair is painting it
black with 3 different
greens with purple & blue
different shades for a
falling effect. Why people
should bid on my chair,
they should bid on my chair
if they like unnormal
painting on a chair.

